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Abstract

Objectives. Clinical phenotyping and predicting treatment responses in SLE patients is challenging. Extensive

blood transcriptional profiling has identified various gene modules that are promising for stratification of SLE

patients. We aimed to translate existing transcriptomic data into simpler gene signatures suitable for daily clinical

practice.

Methods. Real-time PCR of multiple genes from the IFN M1.2, IFN M5.12, neutrophil (NPh) and plasma cell (PLC)

modules, followed by a principle component analysis, was used to identify indicator genes per gene signature.

Gene signatures were measured in longitudinal samples from two childhood-onset SLE cohorts (n¼101 and

n¼34, respectively), and associations with clinical features were assessed. Disease activity was measured using

Safety of Estrogen in Lupus National Assessment (SELENA)-SLEDAI. Cluster analysis subdivided patients into three

mutually exclusive fingerprint-groups termed (1) all-signatures-low, (2) only IFN high (M1.2 and/or M5.12) and (3)

high NPh and/or PLC.

Results. All gene signatures were significantly associated with disease activity in cross-sectionally collected sam-

ples. The PLC-signature showed the highest association with disease activity. Interestingly, in longitudinally col-

lected samples, the PLC-signature was associated with disease activity and showed a decrease over time. When

patients were divided into fingerprints, the highest disease activity was observed in the high NPh and/or PLC

group. The lowest disease activity was observed in the all-signatures-low group. The same distribution was repro-

duced in samples from an independent SLE cohort.

Conclusions. The identified gene signatures were associated with disease activity and were indicated to be suit-

able tools for stratifying SLE patients into groups with similar activated immune pathways that may guide future

treatment choices.
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Introduction

SLE is an autoimmune disease characterized by its het-

erogeneity at the clinical, cellular and molecular levels

[1]. This often poses a challenge for clinicians seeking to

reliably divide patients into homogeneous disease sub-

groups. Additionally, patients with distinct clinical dis-

ease phenotypes respond to the same medication and

vice versa, underlining the fact that solely using clinical

phenotype to decide which treatment to start is not

enough. Identification of tools for clustering patients into

homogeneous groups with similar underlying aberrantly

activated immune pathways, to guide treatment for

blocking these pathways, is an important research topic.

Transcriptional profiling resulted in the identification of

so-called ‘gene signatures’. A gene signature is a group

of simultaneously upregulated genes caused by a

change in the cell’s biological processes. In SLE, mul-

tiple gene signatures with correlations to unique clinical

features have been identified. However, application in

clinical practice is challenging, due to a lack of consen-

sus regarding the genes representing a signature, and

the lack of feasibility of implementing transcriptional

profiling on individual patients in the clinical setting.

The most well-known gene signature in SLE is the type I

(IFN-I) gene signature, which is present in >50% of the

patients and has been correlated with disease activity in

several cross-sectional studies [2–6]. Transcriptomic data

for SLE blood has revealed three different upregulated

IFN-annotated modules, respectively, called M1.2, M3.4

and M5.12 [7]. The M1.2 module is induced by IFN-I, while

both the M3.4 and M5.12 modules are induced by a com-

bination of IFN-I and type II IFN (IFN-II). When studied over

time in SLE patients, each module displayed a different dy-

namic pattern, with the highest variation in the M5.12 mod-

ule. These fluctuations indicated that the IFN signature

could be used as biomarker for disease activity. However,

the few studies that have investigated the parallel change

in disease activity with change in IFN gene signatures over

time, have shown a lack of association [8, 9]. This impli-

cates the involvement of immune pathways other than the

IFN route.

When focusing on pathways that have already been

shown to correlate with SLE disease manifestations

and/or disease activity, two other gene signatures stand

out: the neutrophil (NPh) and plasma cell (PLC) signa-

tures [8–12]. Neutrophils and plasma cells are increased

in SLE patients and play a role in disease pathogenesis

[13, 14]. Neutrophils of SLE patients are more active,

have lower phagocytic capacity and are prone to

spontaneously release Neutrophil Extracellular Traps

[15]. Plasma cells are the source of pathogenic auto-

antibodies in SLE. The NPh signature was associated

with lupus nephritis and vascular inflammation, while the

PLC signature was correlated with disease activity

[8–10, 16]. Moreover, in studies with extensive transcrip-

tional profiling, these and other gene signatures were

used to divide patients into subgroups with similar

biological disease profiles [12, 17].

Here, we investigated whether we could translate

complex transcriptomic data, reflecting multiple different

immune pathways, into simple gene signatures suitable

for introduction into clinical practice. Additionally, we

studied their associations with disease activity and clin-

ical outcome using clinical data and blood samples pro-

spectively collected over time from two childhood-onset

SLE (cSLE) cohorts. cSLE is an excellent disease model

to study, as cSLE represents the more severe clinical

phenotype, has a higher genetic component and chil-

dren with SLE lack the comorbidities common in adult-

onset SLE and that may confound translational studies.

Methods

Patient recruitment

Patients fulfilled the SLICC classification criteria or the

2019 EULAR/ACR criteria for SLE [18, 19]. Blood speci-

mens, demographics and clinical characteristics were

prospectively collected. Disease activity was assessed

by the Safety of Estrogen in Lupus National Assessment

(SELENA)-SLEDAI at each visit [20]. Disease flares were

indicated by an increase of >3 or >12 points from the

previous visit for a mild/moderate or severe flare, re-

spectively. Disease domains were derived from the

SELENA-SLEDAI items.

Additionally, 51 healthy controls (HCs), without symp-

toms of underlying viral infections or the use of any medi-

cations, were included. Written informed consent was

obtained from all participants in compliance with the

Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the

medical ethics review committee of the Erasmus Medical

Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands (MEC-2019–0412).

Clustering strategy

A semi-manual and an automated clustering strategy

was performed (Supplementary Fig. S1, available at

Rheumatology online). For the semi-manual clustering

strategy, the combination of a positive or negative score
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per gene signature was used to identify 16 clusters.

These clusters were subsequently divided into three so-

called fingerprints consisting of patients with mutually

exclusive combinations of positive and negative gene

signatures. For the automated clustering strategy, an

unsupervised hierarchical clustering method was used

to identify clusters that were enriched in the cSLE

cohort.

Supplementary methods

Details on blood collection and real-time PCR, gene se-

lection and signature definitions, ultrasensitive IFN-a
Simoa and statistics are described in the Supplementary

Material, available at Rheumatology online.

Results

Cohort description

Between March 2013 and January 2021, 101 cSLE

patients with median disease duration of 0.5 (0–8.2)

years at enrolment (Cohort-I, Table 1) were prospective-

ly recruited at the outpatient clinic of three academic

hospitals in the Netherlands and one in the Czech

Republic. Fifty-one HCs were included in the study. For

73/101 patients, blood samples from 2–4 longitudinal

time points with a median follow-up time of 344 (29–

1542) days were available. As a replication cohort, 34

adults with cSLE with median disease duration of 15.8

(3.8–40) years were included (Cohort-II, Table 1).

Four dynamic gene signatures were present in SLE
patients

Four gene signatures were assessed based on indicator

genes in 51 HCs and 101 cSLE patients (Supplementary

Fig. S1 and Table S1, available at Rheumatology online).

All four gene signatures were significantly higher

expressed in patients compared to HCs (Fig. 1A). High

positive associations were present between the genes

representing each gene signature, while poor associa-

tions were found between genes of different gene mod-

ules (Fig. 1B). The M1.2 and M5.12 IFN signatures had

the highest association, followed by the M5.12 and NPh

signature, while poor associations were observed be-

tween the other signatures (Fig. 1C).

In 73 cSLE patients, each gene signature was deter-

mined at a second time point, and in 42 cSLE patients

at a third and/or fourth time point (Fig. 1D). In 51 out of

the 73 patients (70%), at least one or more signatures

changed from positive to negative or vice versa

(Fig. 1D). The M5.12 IFN signature showed the highest

variability within individual patients [coefficient of vari-

ation (CoV) 6 S.D. 0.66 6 2.74], followed by the PLC-

[CoV 0.54 6 4.39], NPh- [CoV �0.35 6 4.23] and M1.2

IFN [CoV 0.05 6 1.14] signatures (Fig. 1E). These find-

ings imply that gene signatures are driven by different

pathways and have a dynamic character over time,

which makes them potential biomarkers for changes in

disease activity.

Gene signatures were associated with disease
activity

To investigate associations with disease characteristics, we

stratified patients into groups based on a low or high gene

signature, using the mean þ 2�SDHC per score as a

threshold. A high M1.2 IFN, M5.12 IFN, NPh or PLC signa-

ture was more prevalent in patients with a higher SELENA-

SLEDAI (Supplementary Fig. S2A–D, available at

Rheumatology online). The highest association was found

for the PLC signature (P<0.0001, r¼ 0.473) (Fig. 2A).

Furthermore, we investigated the association of disease

domains, derived from the SELENA-SLEDAI, with the dif-

ferent gene signatures (Fig. 2B). Univariate analysis showed

skin domain, haematological domain, and immunological

domain involvement to be associated with a high M1.2 IFN

signature. No domain was associated with a high M5.12

IFN signature. Constitutional and musculoskeletal domain

involvement showed an association with a high NPh signa-

ture. Additionally, all domains except for the skin, renal and

CNS were associated with a high PLC signature. In the

multivariate model, skin domain involvement was associ-

ated with a high M1.2 IFN signature, musculoskeletal do-

main involvement was associated with a high NPh and

PLC signature, and the constitutional domain was associ-

ated with a high PLC signature (Fig. 2B).

Next, we determined whether changes over time in

disease activity were accompanied by changes in gene

signatures. For this purpose, 20 treatment-naı̈ve (Txnaive)

children with at least one subsequent sample after start

of treatment (median time between samples: 62.5 days)

were chosen as the optimal patient group for investigat-

ing this. Decrease in disease activity over time was

accompanied by a significant reduction in the PLC sig-

nature, but was not mirrored by changes in the M1.2

IFN, M5.12 IFN and NPh signatures (Fig. 2C, D).

Interestingly, when investigating the effect of medication,

the additional use of MMF and/or prednisone to HCQ

treatment also led to a decrease in the PLC signature

(P¼0.0005), whereas the addition of prednisone

increased the NPh signature (P¼ 0.0195) (Fig. 2D). In

addition, the IFNa2 levels, neutrophil counts and anti-

dsDNA levels were measured in the same samples in

order to study factors other than medication use that

may influence the signatures. Neutrophil counts and

anti-dsDNA levels showed the same trend as the NPh

and PLC signatures, while the IFNa2 levels in general

decreased, in contrast with varying activation of the

M1.2 and M5.12 IFN signatures (Supplementary Fig.

S3A–C, available at Rheumatology online). Together,

these data indicate that the gene signatures were asso-

ciated with disease activity and were influenced by

medication use and cell compositions. However, the

correlation coefficients (Fig. 2A) were low, indicating that
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TABLE 1 Patient and healthy control characteristics

COHORT-I COHORT-II

Category Total cSLE
cohort

(n 5 101)

EMC cohort
(n 5 49)

AUMC cohort
(n 5 35)

TCH cohort
(n 5 12)

RUMC cohort
(n 5 5)

Adult cSLE
cohort
(n 5 34)

HCs
(n 5 51)

Demographics
Gender Female 84 (83.2%) 41 (83.7%) 30 (85.7%) 8 (66.7%) 5 (100%) 32 (94.1%) 40 (78.4%)

Male 17 (16.8%) 8 (16.3%) 5 (14.3%) 4 (33.3%) 0 (0%) 2 (5.9%) 11(21.6%)
Ethnicity White 43 (42.6%) 25 (51.0%) 15 (42.9%) 11 (91.7%) 2 (40%) 26 (76.5%) 45 (88.2%)

Non-white 58 (57.4%) 24 (49.0%) 20 (57.1%) 1 (8.3%) 3 (60%) 8 (23.5%) 6 (11.8%)
Age at enrolment (years) 15.6 (5.1–23) 15.2 (5.2–18.1) 16.7 (11.8–23) 14.4 (5.1–17.2) 16.1 (15.5–17.6) 32.4 (18.5–56.4) 29 (20–65)
Disease duration at enrol-

ment (years)
0.51 (0–8.2) 0.18 (0–6.8) 1.11 (0–8.2) 0.04 (0–1.8) 0.59 (0–4.8) 15.8 (3.8–40)

SELENA-SLEDAI at
enrolment

4 (0–27) 4 (0–18) 4 (0–27) 4 (0–15) 4 (0–10) 4 (0–14)

�4 53 (52.5%) 25 (51.0%) 18 (51.4%) 7 (58.3%) 3 (60%) 23 (67.6%)
5–7 12 (11.9%) 9 (18.4%) 2 (5.7%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 8 (23.5%)
�8 36 (35.6%) 15 (30.6%) 15 (42.9%) 5 (41.7%) 1 (20%) 3 (8.9%)

Longitudinal
samples

73 (72.2%) 43 (87.8%) 18 (51.4%) 9 (75%) 3 (60%) 0 0

Number of visits (median) 2 (1–4) 2 (1–4) 2 (1–4) 2 (1–4) 2 (1–3)
Follow-up time (days) 344 (29–1542) 267 (51–1542) 511 (98–1059) 91 (29–182) 120.5 (105–182)

Flare Mild/moderate 14 (19.2%) 7 (14.2%) 6 (17.1%) 1 (8.3%) 0 (0%)
Severe 7 (9.6%) 1 (2.0%) 6 (17.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Treatment at
enrolment

None 27 (26.7%) 15 (30.6%) 8 (22.9%) 3 (25%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 51 (100%)
HCQ 67 (66.3%) 33 (67.3%) 24 (68.6%) 6 (50%) 4 (80%) 31 (91.2%)
MMF 28 (27.7%) 16 (32.7%) 9 (25.7%) 0 (0%) 3 (60%) 14 (41.2%)

MTX 3 (3.0%) 2 (4.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 2 (5.9%)
AZA 8 (7.9%) 2 (4.1%) 5 (14.3%) 1 (8.3%) 0 (0%) 16 (47.1%)

CYC 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 8 (23.5%)
Prednisone 29 (28.7%) 15 (30.6%) 8 (22.9%) 4 (33.3%) 2 (40%) 31 (91.2%)
Rituximab 4 (4.0%) 0 (0%) 4 (11.4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (2.9%)

Belumimab 1 (1.0%) 0 (0%) 1 (2.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Data are presented as median (range) or as number (% of total). Non-white ethnicity¼Hindu, Suriname, Hispanic, Asian, African American, Mixed. AUMC: Amsterdam University
Medical Center; cSLE: childhood-onset SLE; EMC: Erasmus Medical Center; HC: healthy control; RUMC: Radboud University Medical Center; SELENA: Safety of Estrogen in
Lupus National Assessment; TCH: Czech Republic Palacky University Olomouc.
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testing individual gene signatures will not be sufficient

for identifying homogeneous subgroups of patients.

Gene fingerprints identified SLE patients with similar
disease activity

In our search to find homogeneous subgroups of

patients, we first used a semi-manual clustering strat-

egy. Based on the four described gene signatures,

patients were allocated into 16 unique clusters (Fig. 3A).

A cluster represented a combination of either a positive

or negative gene signature score. To reduce data com-

plexity, the clusters were distributed over three mutually

exclusive groups with matching underlying activated im-

mune pathways, forming a so-called fingerprint.

Fingerprint-1 was described as ‘all-signatures-low’,

which indicated patients with a low score in all four

gene signatures. Fingerprint-1 consisted of patients in

cluster 16 (n¼ 25; 24.8%). Fingerprint-2 represented

patients with high IFNs, i.e. a high M1.2 and/or high

M5.12 score, and consisted of patients in clusters 1, 2

and 6 (n¼34; 33.7%). Finally, fingerprint-3 defined

FIG. 1 Four dynamic gene signatures are present in cSLE patients

(A) Relative expression of four gene signature scores in HCs (N¼51) vs cSLE patients (N¼ 101). (B) Correlation matrix

between gene signature–associated genes based on relative expression. (C) Correlation matrix between each individ-

ual gene signature. (D) Heatmap indicating a positive or negative gene signature score over time in 73 cSLE patients.

Each row represents the same patient. Horizontal percentages indicate the number of patients who showed a dynam-

ic signature over time. The vertical percentage indicates the number of patients with at least one dynamic gene signa-

ture. (E) Coefficient of variation (CoV) per gene signature indicating the intra-individual difference per gene signature.

Each dot represents the CoV of one patient. Lines indicate the mean (S.D.). The Mann–Whitney U-test was used to

compare two groups; *P<0.05; **P< 0.01; ***P< 0.001; ****P<0.0001. For correlations, Spearman’s rho was used.

A full circle represents a rho of 1. cSLE: childhood-onset SLE; HC: healthy control; NPh: neutrophil signature; PLC:

plasma cell signature; T: time point.
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patients with high NPh and/or PLC signature, independ-

ent of the IFN signatures, and included patients in clus-

ters 3, 4, 5, 7–15 (n¼ 42; 41.5%). Notably, the majority

of these patients had a positive M1.2 and/or M512 gene

signature (36/42) (Fig. 3A, B).

As a first step, we cross-sectionally analysed data

from samples taken at entry into the study (Fig. 3C).

Disease activity differed significantly between the three

fingerprint groups. Patients with fingerprint-1 (median

SELENA-SLEDAI¼2) had the lowest disease activity,

while patients with fingerprint-3 had the highest disease

activity (median SELENA-SLEDAI¼8). Interestingly,

patients with fingerprint-2 formed an intermediate group,

indicating that these patients had immunological activa-

tion and clinical disease activity, but which was less

prominent than patients with fingerprint-3 (Fig. 3C). In

the fingerprint-3 group, the highest number of patients

was treatment naı̈ve (Txnaive; N¼20/42) and recently

diagnosed (median 10 days, Supplementary Fig. S4A

and B, available at Rheumatology online). Only 8

patients in this group had a disease duration of >1 year,

and of these, 3 had a disease flare.

To filter out the component of high disease activity

and lack of immunosuppressive medication in Txnaive

patients (n¼27/101) at the first time point, we analysed

73 samples taken at a subsequent second time point.

This confirmed the observation from the first time point:

patients within fingerprint-1 had the lowest disease ac-

tivity, while patients with fingerprint-3 had the highest

disease activity (Fig. 3D).

To further address whether disease duration influ-

enced our findings, the fingerprints were determined in a

cohort of 34 adults with cSLE with a median disease

duration of 15.8 years (cohort-II, Table 1). The distribu-

tion of patients within cohort-II, based on fingerprints,

showed an identical association with disease activity.

This excluded disease duration from being a factor influ-

encing the fingerprints (Fig. 3E). Moreover, to investigate

FIG. 2 Gene signatures are associated with disease activity

(A) Correlation between the SELENA-SLEDAI and gene signature scores. (B) Heatmap indicating the correlation be-

tween a high signature and a specific disease domain derived from the SELENA-SLEDAI. Numbers indicate the P-

value based on univariate analysis. Black outlined boxes indicate domains that were significant in the multivariate

model. (C) Longitudinal SELENA-SLEDAI and (D) gene signature scores from 20 Txnaive cSLE patients at the first and

second time points (median time between two samples¼ 62.5 days). The Mann–Whitney U-test was used to compare

two groups; *P<0.05; **P< 0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001. For correlations, Spearman’s rho was used. Fisher’s

exact test was used to compare categorical data. cSLE: childhood-onset SLE; NPh: neutrophil signature;ns: not sig-

nificant; PLC: plasma cell signature; SELENA: Safety of Estrogen in Lupus National Assessment; Txnaive: treatment

naı̈ve.
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why a selection of patients with low disease activity

(SELENA-SLEDAI �4) had fingerprint-3, we compared

the use of medication in those patients with a SELENA-

SLEDAI of �4 who were in the fingerprint-1 group with

that of those who were in the fingerprint-3 group

(Fig. 3F). Patients in the fingerprint-3 group with a

SELENA-SLEDAI of �4 were more often on prednisone

(P<0.002). This indicated that these patients, despite

having low disease activity, still had activation of the

underlying immune pathways, leading to high NPh and/

or PLC gene signature expression.

Gene fingerprints and clinical phenotype

We performed univariate and multivariate logistic regres-

sion analyses to test for the involvement of specific organ

domains in patients in the fingerprint groups: fingerprint-1

was associated with significantly less skin involvement in

the multivariate model, and fingerprint-3 was associated

with involvement of the musculoskeletal, constitutional and

immunological organ domains (Supplementary Table S2,

available at Rheumatology online).

Auto-antibody profiling of the patients revealed that

patients with fingerprint-3 had higher anti-dsDNA levels

than patients with fingerprints-1 and 2, reflecting the higher

disease activity found in patients with fingerprint-3

(Supplementary Fig. S4C, D, available at Rheumatology on-

line). Interestingly, patients with fingerprint-3 were also

more often anti-dsDNA positive than the other patients.

Anti-SSA antibodies were primarily present in patients with

fingerprint-2 and 3, while anti-SM and anti-RNP did not dif-

fer between the fingerprint groups (Supplementary Fig.

S4D).

Hierarchical clustering identified gene fingerprints

To investigate the robustness of the identified gene fin-

gerprints, we additionally performed an automated clus-

tering strategy to assess clusters that were enriched in

our patient cohort. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering

identified four major clusters that paralleled the identified

gene fingerprints (Fig. 4A). Cluster 1 represented a small

group of patients, all with fingerprint-3. Cluster 2 repre-

sented patients with fingerprint-1. Cluster 3 represented

patients with primarily fingerprint-2, while cluster 4 rep-

resented patients with primarily fingerprint-3. As in the

respective fingerprint groups, patients with cluster 2 had

the lowest disease activity, while patients with cluster 4

had the highest disease activity (Fig. 4B). Interestingly,

within cluster 3, patients who had a fingerprint-3 had a

higher disease activity. These data indicate that gene

fingerprints are robust tools that match with an

FIG. 3 Gene fingerprints identify SLE patients with similar disease activity

(A) Venn diagram of gene clusters. Overlap between the ellipses in the Venn diagram indicates a positive gene score

for the involved gene signatures. (B) Patient distribution over three fingerprint groups. Coloured bars represent the

clusters that are involved in each fingerprint. (C) SELENA-SLEDAI distribution per fingerprint group in cSLE cohort-I;

first time point (n¼ 101). (D) SELENA-SLEDAI distribution per fingerprint group in cSLE cohort-I; second time point

(n¼73). (E) SELENA-SLEDAI distribution per fingerprint group in cSLE cohort-II; replication cohort (n¼ 34). (F)

Medication use in patients with FP1 and FP3 with a SELENA-SLEDAI of �4. Dots represent individual patients. The

Mann–Whitney U-test was used to compare the two groups; *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P< 0.001; ****P< 0.0001. cSLE:

childhood-onset SLE; FP: fingerprint; NPh: neutrophil signature; ns: not significant; PLC: plasma cell signature;

SELENA: Safety of Estrogen in Lupus National Assessment; T: time point.
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automated clustering method and correctly identify

patients with similar disease activity.

Discussion

We studied four gene signatures in SLE, derived from

previously described transcriptomic data, to develop a

method that can easily be applied in clinical practice.

These gene signatures were associated with disease ac-

tivity in general and with disease domains derived from

the SELENA-SLEDAI. Upon subgrouping of patients into

fingerprints, we found a significant difference in disease

activity between the fingerprint groups. Fingerprint-1

was associated with low disease activity, while

fingerprint-3 represented the patients with high disease

activity. We replicated these findings in samples col-

lected over time within the same patient cohort, as well

as in cross-sectional samples of a replication cohort.

Hierarchical clustering identified similar gene finger-

prints, indicating the robustness of our strategy.

Transcriptional profiling is elaborate and costly, result-

ing in signatures that consist of large gene sets that are

simultaneously upregulated [12]. Translation of these

data into signatures of a restricted number of genes

would facilitate introduction into clinical practice.

Therefore, we used a principal components analysis

(PCA) approach to identify genes that explained >95%

of the total variance in the gene groups. Between the in-

dicator genes that describe a specific gene signature,

we observed a high association, while genes from differ-

ent gene signatures lacked this association. These

results are in line with previous studies, in which indica-

tor genes from each individual gene signature were

found to be driven by their own unique pathway [12,

21]. Previously, Chiche et al. described the intra-

individual variation of the M1.2 and M5.12 IFN gene sig-

natures obtained from transcriptomics in longitudinal

samples from 29 SLE patients [7]. We were able to re-

produce these findings for the M1.2 and M5.12 IFN

gene signatures obtained via the PCA approach, in our

longitudinal cohort of 73 patients. Interestingly, demo-

graphic and clinical differences between the two cohorts

didn’t affect these observations. We further demon-

strated, for the first time, that the NPh and PLC signa-

tures, showed a dynamic character over time.

Importantly, the presence of the described signatures in

our cohort was in line with previous findings obtained by

microarray analysis by Banchereau and colleagues [12].

This indicated that the signatures were a reliable ap-

proach that could substitute transcriptomic analysis.

Confirming previous data, disease activity was associ-

ated with each individual gene signature [5, 7, 10, 12]. In

line with the findings of Banchereau et al., the PLC

FIG. 4 Hierarchical clustering parallels the identified gene fingerprints

(A) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering using Ward’s agglomerative method, passing the Euclidean distance between

samples, identifying Clusters 1, 2, 3 and 4. Fingerprints 1, 2, 3 and SELENA-SLEDAI are depicted in the lowest two

rows of the heatmap. Each column represents one patient. (B) Association between SELENA-SLEDAI and clusters.

Dots represent individual patients. The Mann–Whitney U-test was used to compare two groups (4B); *P< 0.05;

**P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001. Red to white colour indicates the magnitude of gene expression described as

2�DCt. SELENA: Safety of Estrogen in Lupus National Assessment.
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signature showed the highest level of association with

disease activity in a cross-sectional cohort [12].

Additionally, we showed in our longitudinal cohort of Tx-

naı̈ve patients that the PLC signature was also signifi-

cantly aligned with disease activity. Yet, the correlation

coefficients were rather low. Disease activity is meas-

ured by scoring the involvement of various disease

domains. Here we showed that each gene signature

was linked to specific disease domains. The M1.2 IFN

signature was associated with the skin domain, while

the NPh and PLC signatures were significantly associ-

ated with the musculoskeletal and constitutional

domains. In contrast to previous findings, the NPh sig-

nature was not associated with renal involvement [10,

12, 16]. As shown by Banchereau et al. and Wither

et al., the NPh signature was mostly increased during

the active phase of lupus nephritis [10, 12]. The contrast

between the results of our study and previous published

results might be due to the relatively low number of

patients who had active lupus nephritis at the time of

sample collection. Nevertheless, these data indicate that

a low correlation of individual gene signatures with dis-

ease activity could be a consequence of the effect of

these signatures on different disease domains.

Our longitudinal data indicated that there might be an

association between prednisone use and a positive NPh

signature. This observation was in line with previous

data showing that neutrophil numbers are increased in

individuals using CSs [12, 22, 23]. Our study is the first

longitudinal study that has confirmed the previous find-

ings by Banchereau et al. that CSs influence the NPh

signature. In addition, the finding that the PLC signature

in longitudinal cSLE samples is sensitive to changes in

disease activity and is affected by the use of prednisone

and MMF is in line with previously described results

[12]. Studies in the MRL/lpr mouse model for SLE

showed that prednisone treatment was associated with

a significant decrease in plasma cell numbers [24],

which in turn was linked to a decrease in BLIMP-1,

which regulates plasma cell formation [25]. Interestingly,

BLIMP-1 is correlated with increased plasma cell num-

bers and disease activity in SLE patients [25, 26].

Moreover, the neutrophil count and anti-dsDNA repre-

sented the NPh and PLC signatures, indicating that cell

compositions were drivers of the gene signatures.

Regarding the IFNa2 levels, we showed that the IFN

gene signatures did not parallel changes in disease ac-

tivity, while ultrasensitive analysis of IFNa2 did. This was

in line with previous findings [27]. This finding indicated

that, in contrast to the NPh and PLC signatures, the IFN

gene signatures were not influenced by the use of medi-

cation and potentially had a biological role in disease

manifestation. Future longitudinal studies in SLE patients

are needed to confirm our observations.

We identified three fingerprints by cluster analysis of

four different gene signatures. These fingerprints were

able to discriminate between patients who were in re-

mission (fingerprint-1- ‘all-signatures-low’) and those

who had high disease activity (fingerprint-3- ‘high NPh

and/or PLC’) in two different cohorts. This observation

was in line with previous work showing that adult SLE

patients with a low IFN-I signature had significantly

lower disease activity compared with patients with a

high IFN-I and a high NPh signature [23]. Moreover, the

demonstration that unsupervised hierarchical clustering

analysis paralleled the identification of the gene finger-

print groups showed the robustness of this novel

approach.

Our logistic regression model indicated that finger-

prints were associated with different organ domains.

The identified associations highly reflected the drivers of

each fingerprint group. Fingerprint-1 was particularly

driven by the M1.2 IFN gene signature, as this signature

was associated with skin involvement. Fingerprint-2

seemed to be driven by the M5.12 gene signature, as

this signature was not associated with any organ do-

main. Finally, fingerprint-3 was driven by the NPh and

PLC signatures, as these signatures were associated

with the musculoskeletal and constitutional domains.

Moreover, our results illustrated that patients’ autoanti-

body profiles differed between patients within the vari-

ous fingerprint groups, adding to our knowledge of the

relationships between autoantibody profile, disease ac-

tivity and disease phenotype [28, 29], yet also highlight-

ing the gaps in our knowledge and underlining the fact

that mere autoantibody profiles are not enough for sub-

typing SLE patients.

Previous data showed that the presence of an IFN

signature is associated with an increased chance of dis-

ease flare in 5 years [30], supporting a role in disease

pathogenesis. Also, higher baseline serum IFN-alpha

levels measured by Simoa during SLE remission identi-

fied patients at risk of relapse [31]. Interestingly, in our

cohorts, the patients with only high IFN scores were

clustered together in fingerprint-2, and they had inter-

mediate DASs when compared with patients with

fingerprint-1 and fingerprint-3. Further studies will be

needed to show whether these patients may be particu-

larly at risk of developing a disease flare. Recently,

Northcott et al. showed that high expression of IFN-I is

associated with limited efficacy of glucocorticoids in

SLE patients, suggesting that IFN gene signatures can

predict treatment efficacy and therefore are candidates

for improving individualized treatment choices in the fu-

ture [32].

This study has several strengths. This is a study

measuring four different gene signatures in a longitudinal

multicentre cohort of SLE patients with 625% being

Txnaive. Moreover, the reproducibility of our observations

in an independent replication cohort and unsupervised

clustering strategy with similar findings shows the ro-

bustness of this approach. Our study also has limita-

tions. With the current cohort of 101 patients, we were

underpowered to study specific disease phenotypes

such as lupus nephritis and neuropsychiatric lupus.

Furthermore, disease activity was assessed by the

SELENA-SLEDAI. A disadvantage of this scoring system

is that it does not consider improvement or worsening
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of disease items. Therefore, the SELENA-SLEDAI is less

sensitive to changes in disease activity compared with

other measurement scales [33]. Finally, it is important to

mention that gene signatures and fingerprints, especially

the NPh and PLC signatures, may be influenced by

medication use. Therefore, medication use should al-

ways be considered as a confounding factor before the

results are interpreted based on fingerprints alone.

In conclusion, this study showed that using PCA to

identify indicator genes for gene groups is a successful

method for translating existing transcriptomic data into a

tool that can be applied in clinical practice. We con-

firmed the activation of four gene signatures previously

identified by transcriptomics and reproduced these data

in an independent replication cohort. Moreover, combin-

ing the gene signatures into so-called fingerprints

enabled us to stratify patients into subgroups with simi-

lar activated immune pathways that were associated

with disease activity over time in our longitudinal cohort

study. The heterogeneity of SLE is reflected in the vari-

ability of drug responsiveness between patients. This is

expected to increase, given the current focus on the de-

velopment of new biologics that target specific mole-

cules or immune pathways. We have identified a

molecular tool for stratifying patients into groups with

similar biological disease profiles, which has the poten-

tial to guide individualized treatment choices and to im-

prove upon the trial-and-error treatment approach of the

present time. Our findings should be confirmed in large

longitudinal studies to elucidate the applicability of this

tool for prediction of responses to treatments interfering

with the aberrantly activated immune pathways.
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